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The opening of Ladakh-five years on
Mark Dravers

Tibetan areas of the Himalayas have always held a special fascination for Western
travellers. Ladakh is a large area W of Kashmir which is geographically isolated
from India, and has therefore retained its Tibetan-Buddhist culture. It lies between
the main Karakoram and Himalayan ranges and has historical importance as a
gateway for trade with Central Asia. Large caravans of yaks, camels and mules used
to pass this way carrying salt, spices, opium and bricks of tea. Younghusband noted
the 'importance of this trade when he travelled through Ladakh on his second
journey into 'the Heart of a Continent', and Shipton used the route on his way to
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Ka hgar in 1949. However, since the upri ing in Tibet in 1951, such trade has
virtually disappeared and Ladakh ha assumed a strategic significance a a bufTer
bet\\'een India and China. The Indo-China "'ar of 1963 was concentraled in Ladakh
and ha resulted in a sizable military presence. To thi must be added the large
numbers of vi itar who journey into Ladakh every year ince the unexpeCled
opening of' the area to foreigner' in 1974, The implication for the continuing
survival of a cultul'e, which ha previously existed more or le s unchanged 101' over
1000 veal'S, are grave and this fact cannot be ignored when one con ider the
po ibilitic thal have been opened for travel and mountaineering. For there are
le' on to be learnt in Ladakh from the experience of other moulllain area in Ihe
world, and po ibly vice-vel' a,

The boundary of the area open to foreigners in India (the Inner Line) run Ikm
J of the rinagar-Leh road and Ikm W of ule Leh-Darcha (Lahul) track, The
former road forms the normal route into Ladakh by jeep or bus with an overnight
stop in Kargil. The latler route is out of bound beyond the check-post at pshi
and, in an' case, the track is poorly maintained, The Khardung La pa (5364m)
behind Leh remain clo ed despite persistent rumours that it will soon be opened,
o pl'eventing a journey along what is claimed to be the highest motOrable road in

Ihe ,,'oriel inlo Ihe fenile Nubra valley and on towards Sa Cl' Kangri (7670m) and
the Karakoram. 1I should also be noted that there i no route open from Paki tan
into Ladakh, although one German expedition has managed to nOat down the
Indus from Leh to kardu in a rubber boat. There are, however, a number of high
glacier pa es open which (l'OS the main axi of the Himalaya into Zangskar; the
principal ones being the Bara Lacha La and hingo La from Lahul, and the masi
La from Ki htwar. Zang kar is a di trict within Ladakh lying immediately north of
the main range and extending roughly to Pensi La in the Wand the Indu valley in
the ,The capital, Padum, ha recently been connected to the Suru alley and
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Kargil by an ambitious new road but it remains to be seen how well it stands up to
the combination of winter avalanches and summer landslides. Other routes from
Zangskar to the Indus valley go against the grain of the country across a
complicated series of passes. The obvious route along the Zangskar river, which is
incidentally about twice as large as the Indus where they meet at imu, is impass
able between Zangla and Chiling where the river passes through a deep gorge. The
only exception here is either the ubiquitous German rubber boat, or else in winter
when the river is frozen and the ice forms a highway for trade between Padum and
Leh.
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Altogether the area which has been opened amounts to some 100,000 sq km so
the scope for exploratory mountaineering is clearly considerable. The main
attractions of Ladakh as far as mountaineers are concerned are the climate, the
unexplored nature of many of the ranges, and an elusive quality which might be
called the cultural atmosphere. I am, of course, using a wide definition of a
mountaineer to include those for whom passes and valleys are as important as
peaks, and journeys as important as destinations. Using this definition I avoid
repeated references to hikers, trekkers and ramblers-all of which are highly
unsatisfactory terms. It should be stated at the outset that there is little in Ladakh to
attract the so-called modern climber. That is not to say that there are no 'technical'
problems waiting to be overcome, but the peaks are relatively small (less than
6000m) and the rock is of poor quality.

'As regards its natural scenery, it would be difficult to find any more dreary-looking
country than Ladak. Its mountains, though lofty are not grand or rugged, but resemble a
monotonous succession ofgiant cinder-heaps'.

So wrote Sir Francis Younghusband 90 years ago, his senses presumably dulled by
the extremes of country he had passed through elsewhere in Central Asia. Most
people in my experience find the scenery very stimulating and would prefer to share
the views of General Bruce when he wrote:

'(Ladakh), though bare enough in all conscience, is wild, broken, and savage to a degree; a
more inhospitable place it would be hard to find.... Its intense savageness attracted me;
there seemed to be nothing dull in its outlook nor tame in its desolation.'

Ladakh is often justly described as a high-altitude desert. Cut off by the
unbroken chain of mountains to the S, it is sheltered from the monsoon rains which
are the curse of so many other areas in the Himalaya. Leh receives an average of
less than 3 in of rain a year and Zangskar perhaps 3 times this amount. The more
mountainous areas attract most of this precipitation and have quite a generous
snow-fall in winter, as witnessed by the volume of summer meltwater. However, a
particularly severe monsoon, such as in 1976 and 1978, is likely to penetrate into
Ladakh as a wet and cloudy spell in August or September and cause much
disrup'tion by the flash floods of minor streams and rivers. The Leh-Srinagar road
is usually blocked at this time especially around Zoji La. More typically, the days are
clear and the high-altitude sun very intense in the thin air. Strong local winds can
develop in the afternoons and evenings while the nights are still and cold according
to·altitude.

All this explains the topography of the mOuntains so condemned by Younghus
band. The soft rock is broken up by persistent freeze-thaw action and further
eroded by meltwater. In some places the silt so formed has been deposited in vast
alluvial fans such as in the Indus valley and around Padum, while in other places
the water has carved spectacular gorges. Indeed, it could be argued that the depths
of the valleys are more striking than the heights of the peaks, although this is a
relative concept considering that nowhere in Ladakh do the valley floors fall below
3000m.

Above about 4300m the gorges very often open out into grassy meadows with an
abundance of flowers which stretch right up to the summer snow-line at about
5300m. The glaciers disgorge slightly below this height and are therefore 'dry' for
most of their length. They are usually quite flat and make good approach routes,
providing one is aware of the danger of falling through into hidden meltwater
streams in the afternoon. The mountains are typically Alpine in scale, only all
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heights are elevated by 2000m. Once some acclimatization has been gained, ascents
of 6000m peaks can be made in a day from a base camp at, say, 5000m. Alpine
starts are the norm for the snow is generally easier going than the rocks until the
sun gets up. Later on in the day the snow often takes on a sugar-like consistency
which can avalanche over a hard crust. Sometimes a shallow layer of such snow can
be provoked into a modest slide which provides a spectacular descent akin to
scree-running! A rapid build-up of cumulus clouds sometimes spoils the view from
the summits but can be a positive boon by providing shade. On a clear day the
views are magnificent; the white sweep of the Himalaya to the S, K2 and the
Karakoram to the N, perhaps even Nanga Parbat far away on the W horizon. Closer
at hand there are often uncharted glaciers and passes to discover, and routes to
study on neighbouring peaks.

It may seem incongruous in this age of stereo mapping and satellite
photography that is still possible for 'amateurs' to wander through a range of
mountains and come across glaciers 5km long and 6000m peaks which are not
represented on the best maps available to the public (Survey of India, I : 250,000).
But this is certainly the case in Ladakh. The sketch map is an attempt to make sense
of the Wend of a range, which lies about 40 miles S of Leh at the head of the Marka
valley, but it is by no means the last word. This pioneering aspect seems to me to be
the very essence of mountaineering in Ladakh. It is not an area where the peaks are
so large or distinctive as to attract large expeditions seeking the glamour of a first
ascent or a new route. Rather, it is well suited to small expeditions who can share in
the excitement and satisfaction of exploration and Alpine-style climbing in a truly
remote area.

I use the term small expedition in the sense it has been discussed recently in
articles by Joe Tasker (AJ 82) and Rob Collister (AJ 84). However I cannot agree
with the latter's definition of a small expedition as being one in which all the
equipment and food can be carried on its members' backs in one load. This would
appear to rule out approach marches of more than about 2 weeks' duration, which
is an unnecessary restriction-especially when one considers that the vicious circle
of more porters to carry the food for the porters can be broken by the intelligent
use of pack animals. Certainly Shipton and Tilman, surely the doyens of small
expeditions, could never have made many of their great Himalayan journeys
without porters. I would prefer to see a more relaxed point of view involving
somehow the 'spirit' in which a venture was conducted. If forced to dogmatize, I
would propose that a small expedition is one with less than, say, 5 members which
climbs in Alpine style without a support party. The logistics should then look after
themselves.

Returning to Ladakh, I can see no great merit in assembling a great catalogue of
peaks with details of all first ascents and new routes, even if this were possible in so
large an area. Instead, I intend to indicate only the general areas of interest to
mountaineers together with some practical comments which may be oruse to others.
I hope that in future my 'model' small expedition will follow this example and
report on interesting topographical details and local' peculiarities, rather than
claiming a rash of first ascents of unidentifiable 'Points'. Likewise I hope they will
refrain from the practice of building cairns, or the modern equivalent-leaving
litter, on paths, passes and summits. In a sense I am proposing for Ladakh what
Hamish Maclnnes has proposed for NW Scotland in the preface to his guide books,
SCOtti5h Climb5:
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'there has been a movement to resist the publication of new routes ... so that we may
retain a climbing 'wilderness area' which will lend itself to a certain quality of exploration
for future generations.'

Considering the mountains in Ladakh from N to S, the most obvious group to
start with is the conspicuous range seen from Leh across the Indus valley. These
provide straight-forward climbs around 6000m. The most attractive peaks are Kang
Lacha (6120m) and its neighbours which can be approached from Stok in one day.
There are other peaks further E, particularly above Matho, worthy of attention and
a traverse of the whole range, say 25km above 5500m might even be possible. With
such easy access, one should be cautious about acclimatization. I met a German in
1978 coming down the Stok gorge pointing to his chest and repeating emphatically:
'Kaput!'. He spent 2 weeks in hospital recovering from pulmonary oedema, and
there have been a number of similar cases. Further W along the Leh-Srinagar road
is a similar range behind Alchi monastery though perhaps not as high. Approach
could be from the S by following the Zangskar river as far as Sumdo and there are a
number of high passes in this area to be explored. Lamayuru monastery, just before
the highest pass on the road (4110m), is something of a set piece being the oldest
monastery in Ladakh. It also marks the start of another route into Zangskar by way
of Singi La. There are a number of impressive snow mountains to the S of
Photaksar after about 4 days on this route and similar mountains appear to extend
some way to the W with possible access from Suru or Kartse. There is a striking
rock-tower above Singi La which looks quite unlike anything else in Ladakh.
Unfortunately, the rock is no better here than elsewhere and the objective danger of
stone-fall cannot be ignored. Returning to the E and travelling further S from Leh,
one comes across the Kang Yisay range. These mountains stretch far away to the SE
and the whole area in the extreme E of Ladakh, bordering on Rupshu, probably
has the greatest potential for exploration-although many of the mountains may
lie on the wrong side of the Inner Line as it stands at present.

The mountains S of Zangskar on the main axis of the Himalaya are somewhat
different in character to those 1 have already described. They are not necessarily any
higher but, more exposed to bad weather coming up from the plains of India, the
snow-line is lower and the glaciers larger. Notwithstanding the relatively bad
weather during the monsoon, these mountains offer the best possibilities in Ladakh
for climbing in a technical sense. Also, in winter they would make a natural starting
point for the development of ski touring and mountaineering in the high
Himalaya, although the problem of logistics in winter cannot be underestimated.
The range I am considering stretches about 250km from Bara Lacha La in Lahul to

Zoji La in Kashmir. However, the Wend, including the group of peaks S of Dras,
are usually included in Kashmir and many of the peaks are included in Wilfrid
Noyce's guide to the area. I also exclude Nun Kun (7135m) because it has attracted
many large expeditions and is well reported elsewhere. Recently one such
expedition placed a Frenchman-a self-styled 'skier of the impossible'-on the
summit from where he apparently skied down without even a parachute. The range
is very wide throughout its length with long glaciers and complicated chains of
peaks extending from it, but nowhere does the backbone fall below 5300m. I have
mentioned the principal passes already but I should add the following minor passes
for completeness: Poat La, Hagshu La and the double pass Muni La and Sersank
La, from Kishtwar; there are also numerous ways out of the Suru valley into
Kashmir. There are doubtless many other passes which are not named because they
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do not provide a shorter or easier route between inhabited valleys but which
nevertheless would be useful bases from which to explore the surrounding
mountains.

It would be impossible to describe all the mountains; even in a general sense, in
this short article, but the Survey maps are more reliable here and reference can also
be made to expeditions in Kulu, Lahul, Kishtwar, and Kashmir for background
information. Perhaps I could draw attention to 2 areas by way of example. Firstly
the mountains behind Padum which can be viewed to advantage from the village of
Kursha. Some of these peaks look technically quite hard. One of them has been
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climbed by a German party and allractively named Padme Hum-the last 2 words
of the Tibetan mantl"a 'Om Mani Padme Hum' (Hail to the Jewel in the LoLUs).
AnOlhel" peak was climbed by a part from Bristol University and revealed an
impressive panorama to the SE. The other area is S of Pensi La on the way intO
Zangskar from Kargil. Here there are exceptionally long glaciers un"ounded by a
large number of peaks. Two such peak at the head of the 20km Durung Durung
glacier were de ribed by Rob Collister in AJ 83.
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Only a small proportion of those who venture '01T the beaten track' actually go
climbing. The majority practise the art of walking from A to B, euphemistically
called trekking, and this activity is poised to become a major business in Ladakh.
Many of the important lI'ekking routes are shown on the map which illustrates the
journey made by the 1977 Southampton University expedition. It should be noted
that the route between the Marka valley and Padum is only passable in late ummer
when the Kurna Chu is relatively small. River crossing can also be a problem on
other routes as well and one should take local advice on the state of bridges and
fords. A list of bridges would soon be out of date as old bridges get swept away and
new ones built every year. Many of the longer bridges are made from bundles of
plaited willow twigs and sway horribly in the middle. Another problem with
trekking and mountaineering approach marches is porterage. Local porters are not
easily found and not particularly useful because of their limited load-carrying
capacity, over and above the weight of their own provisions, on all but the shortest
of journeys. Horses, mules and donkeys are therefore preferred but they are not
easily found either-mainly because of the recent boom in activity. Indeed, the
pressure of demand is such that those animals that are available are exorbitantly
priced; the only solution seems to be to bring animals in from outside Ladakh, for
example from Kulu. The 1976 Southampton niversity expedition tried buying a
donkey with the intention of crossing Zangskar and reselling it at the end of the
journey. But Eric, as he was alTectionately known, had other ideas and we travelled
only 25 exasperating km' together before he finally disappeared-so proving the
point that it is essential to hire a local 'wallah' to manage pack animals!

Food cannot be obtained in remote villages and travellers should be dis
couraged from trying to do so. A good selection of food can be bought in Leh and
basics in Padum. The local staple is ground roasted barley flour (tsampa) which is
highly nUll'itious and quite palatable when mixed into a paste with curd, tea, or
chang (barley beer). Wheat flour (atta), rice, lentils (da!), and sugar are the other
expedition staples to which may be added a certain number of dehydrated western
delicacies. Two pounds per man/day seems to be a reasonable total weight of food
to aim at. Finally, it should be noted that food such as rice and sugar makes a far
more appropriate gift in remote villages than, for example, the ball-point pens that
have been distributed wholesale by some previous expeditions. The 1977
Southampton expedition took vegetable seeds.

I mentioned earlier that one of the principal attractions of Ladakh was its
'cultural atmosphere'. This is the term used by Eric Shipton to describe the
extraordinary contrast between Ladakh and other parts of India; he goes on to say:

'It was as though we had stepped straight into Tibet. Villages of white and red faced
houses, with slightly inward sloping walls, climbed the hillside; monasteries gaunt and
severe yet very beautiful, sLOod upon lofty crags as if they had grown out of the living rock.
The Ladakhis-in features, in speech and dress, in the laughter and their charming
courtesy so free from suspicion and reticence-were indistinguishable from rhe Tibetans I
had known and admired.'

Today Tibet is being 'integrated' into the drab scheme otChinese communism and
areas like Ladakh represent one of the few chances of seeing the Tibetan way of life
in its original form. However, great pressure is being put on the traditional way of
life in Ladakh by the changes which follow inexorably in the wake of improved
means of communication. Those who visit Leh for the fil'st time are amazed, firstly
by the number of fellow tourists, and then by the number of Kashmiris and other
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Indians who have come to exploit the commercial possibilities by building
tea-stalls, shops and hotels. Those who have visited Leh several times are amazed at
the pace of the change; in 1975 there was only one hotel, in 1976 there were about
20 and in 1977 the first 2 'luxury class' hotels were opened in preparation for the
start of commercial flights into Leh. Many Ladakhis too have made the most of the
opportunities, albeit in a more passive way, by turning their homes into guest
houses and selling bric-a-brac in the streets. The visible effect of all this is that the
country loses the very attributes which the tourists have come to see. Concrete
replaces white-washed mud in buildings, the monasteries become museums, and
the people replace their traditional style of dress by gaudy western clothes complete
with sun glasses and wrist watches. The tourism, paradoxically, does not die but
becomes duller and more 'packaged' while the early visitors go on to some new
'unspoilt' area further afield. This chain of events is familiar to many other areas of
the world, the European Alps and the Mediterranean for example. But I would like
to argue that there is more at stake in Ladakh than the loss of an unusual exterior
and that, in the context of development, it must be recognized as a 'special case'.

The Ladakhi economy is based on subsistence fal'ming which they practise in the
face of apparently impossible difficulties. Poor soil, minimal rainfall, high altitude
and long intense winters are the norm and.. yet, in spite of the difficulties, they
manage not only to subsist but actually to thrive. They achieve this basically
through a highly developed system of social organization which optimizes the use of
resources. For example, fraternal polyandry keeps the population in check and
prevents the fragmentation of families. Religion also plays an important part in the
way of life; indeed it is of interest to many visitors as well. Marco Pallis spent some
time in Ladakh and wrote:

'AI the outset I tried to climb peaks in a bodily sense; but in the end I discovered the
Lama, who led me upwards to the peaks of the spirit.'

Whatever the detailed causes, the result is that the Ladakhis have a surprismgly high
standard of living as characterized by a surplus of grain, extravagant festivals and
good health. Of course, by western standards they are materially very poor
(although better off than most Indians) and there is no doubt that there are many
modern developments which would considerably improve their lot; windows,
footwear, medicines and agricultural implements immediately come to mind. It
would neither be possible nor desirable to shelter the Ladakhis from the benefits of
modern technology, to close them into some reservation like savages in the Brave
New World. But it is crucial that whatever technology is applied is appropriate to
their needs. Intelligent development should allow them to improve themselves
without, at the same time, losing their self-sufficiency or their sense of identity.

There are other areas of the worle: whose inhabitants have achieved a high
degree of prosperity in a hostile environment and my comments about develop
ment could apply equally to any country in the Third World. So what is different
about Ladakh? I would be biased if I tried to argue that the problems facing
Ladakh were in any way unique. But what is unusual is that Ladakh represents the
chance to apply development almost from scratch. Uncontrolled development (as
in the Indus valley), once started, is self-perpetuating and irreversible, but most
villages in Ladakh have had no contact with the outside world at all. Again there
have been precedents-like the Eskimoes and various American Indian tribes-and
we must be prepared to learn from their respective experiences. We can also learn
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from other countries in similar circumstances today, and here I would cite Bhutan
as a good example.

I am taking an optimistic view about the future of Ladakh. It is easy to
over-dI-amatize the impact of tourism when, in fact, there are many other factors at
work. For a start, the closure of the trade routes with Tibet meant that the
monasteries were in decline long before the recent tourist boom, and Ladakh could
only turn to India for its future. Also, until communications improve, tourism is
only really affecting villages on the road to Srinagar and monasteries in the Indus
valley. The army has an equal effect in the same area and further afield as well (by
recruits from remote villages returning home). Thirdly, the tourism appears to have
stabilized to some extent in the past 2 years. However, it would be a mistake to
allow the tourism to develop toO far so that the economy depended on it, for
Ladakh remains a sensitive area in a political sense and its closure at short notice
cannot be ruled out. Also, I have grave misgivings about large-scale trekking
ventures in the area. Although they are usually quite self-contained by employing
animals, porters and food brought from Kashmir, all the benefit goes to the
Kashmiris and the tour operator. Many locals are attracted away from the land in
remote villages to compete with the unscrupulous Kashmiris, and houses and
monasteries along the way looted of their antiques and curios-silver bowls
exchanged for plastic plates.

Development is too often regarded in a negative sense, regretting the changes
that have already occurred or are taking place. One constructive idea would be the
establishment of some sort of 'National Park' or 'Wilderness Area' within Ladakh.
Not only would this help in the protection of some of the rare animal species such
as Tibetan antelope, ibex and bharal, but it could draw attention to some of the
development issues. For example, modern buildings could be restricted and the
traditional architecture encouraged-perhaps even adapted to make more use of
the heat of the sun in winter. Other appropriate technologies, such as water power
and improved farming methods, could also be tried. Such a 'Park' could usefully
encompass the whole of Zangskar before the new road to Padum has too great an
impact. Alternatively, it could be made in the much smaller area of the Marka valley
which has many unique attributes, including a grassy alp-the home of Himalayan
snowcock and eagles-and a fine range of mountains at its head.

Certainly Ladakh faces a period of change which is unparalleled in its history
and a heavy responsibility rests with the Indian administration to see that the
change is constructively applied and the unique culture preserved. It is an area
which evokes strong responses from the many outside visitors-if only some of this
energy could be harnessed by an enlightened adminisu-ation then surely its future
would be assured.
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